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ABSTRACT: Our starting point is the hypothesis of the existence of a “previous” cathedral. In the next phase we
find Fruchel as a master builder. Fruchel’ s traces are compared with the construction actually built. We study
the resolution of the vaults of the presbytery, in particular we find the sexpartite vault as an original solution in
the first stage of the Cathedral. A slow progress in the construction of the cathedral can be observed throughout the thirteenth century. The walls of the apse and the transept, the vaulting of the head, and the first part of
the naves with its portico and the initial of the towers belong to the Romanesque style. References to these
elements are found in the Ca-thedral’s antique archives and in documents about rigorously dated graves
which are located in these places.

INTRODUCTION
The chronological order in the construction process in Avila’s Cathedral is a topic still to be totally clarified. This
study aims to provide both a global understanding of the construction process and its functioning in the different building stages and an investigation of the construction techniques used throughout the different stages.
The primary information sources are the Cathedral itself and documentation from several archives referring to
its construction from eleventh century to thirteenth century.
THE “FORMER” CATEDRAL
As we will expand on section 2.2, the hypothesis of a former temple can be considered. This first temple was a
Romanesque temple, a triapsidal church. Its south facade corresponded to the eastern side of the present
transept. This also happened in Leon’s Cathedral, probably in Burgos’ as well as in Rouen and Cologne. However, in Avila, that first temple might have been destroyed before reaching conclusion in order to build a larger and stronger new one.
There is a reference to this temple in the document Segunda Leyenda de Avila (Second Legend of Avila), a
legendary chronicle of events during the Repopulation of Avila from late eleventh century to early twelfth
century. This document can be found in Manuscript number 1991 in Universidad de Salamanca Library. We
also take into account the archaeological findings by Rodriguez Almeidia (2003, pp. 40-43) and other documents referring to monarch and private donations as well as pontifical confirmations.
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Rebuild that temple and make it with a noble and rich masonry “Reedificar el dicho templo e facello de noble
e rica fábrica”
According to several documents the beginning of the construction of the Cathedral was not a restoration of a
former temple but a rebuilding of a former Cathedral which was in a bad state. The Chronicles describe the
appalling state of the building (Barrios 2005, p.83).
Pedro Sánchez Zurraquines was the Bishop Encharge to rebuild St. Saviour’s Church. For this he requested the
help of King AlfonsoVI. Pope Urbanus VI dispensed special blessings for those who gave alms to this Cathedral.
All these data can be documented in the following quotes:
According to our authors, count Fernán González de Castilla gave beginning to this holy church. Our prelate don Pedro segundo, who was himself the key stone in the new building, secure with zeal and diligence
the construction of this holy church, which until today remains steady and magnificent. For that purpose, he
requires the contribution of King don Alfonso, with his royal authority and donations.[…] And he asks Pope
Urbano segundo to concede spiritual remissions and indulgences for those who may give alms of Ruth
building and dedication to God of this new and sumptuous temple. (Tello 2001, p. 127)
The master builder Alvar García, from Estella in Navarra (Spain) went to Avila to take over the rebuilding of the
Episcopal Church. This project must have been a reconstruction of the former St. Saviour’s Church, which was
converted into a Romanesque temple included in the city walls.
The first Cathedral was also called “the Count’s Cathedral” referring to Count Raimundo de Borgoña, principal
author of the Repopulation of Avila. The hypothesis of a triapsidal church construction is feasible because of its
popularity in lands of strong Romanesque tradition. A representative example is the Cathedral in Jaca, whose
influence can be noted inland in the peninsula. Features of this triapsidal church construction are naves of
similar width, a transept without external manifestation, a triple apse and Baptistery situated in the main axis.
A finding which confirms a hypothesis
The hypothesis now presented has was published by Rodriguez Almeida (2003, pp.40-43). It can be affirmed
that the Cathedral from the times of Alfonso VI and his son-in-law Raimundo de Borgoña, reconstructed “with
a noble and rich masonry” truly existed. In 1998-1999 the old floatings on the outer part of the southern closing
of the room previous to the antesacristy were removed. Then, the remains of a lateral apse with a double buttress came to light. One of these buttresses leans on the city wall and the other side is embedded on the eastern wall of the antesacristy or Room of the Beneficed. A loophole situated in north-south axis can also be appreciated in figure 1(middle).

Figure 1: Remains of the apse of the transept in the first Cathedral from inside (left) from outside, where the
loophole can be appreciated (middle) and drawing of this lateral apse; (Rodríguez, 2003) (right).
This apse can not be a part of Fruchel’s traces, because it belongs to a Romanesque building. Also the axis in
this apse has a diversion 12º from referent to axis north-south in the present Cathedral. In the figure 2 shows a
drawing by Rodríguez Almeida which compares the traces of both Cathedrals.
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Figure 2: Comparative drawings of the present Cathedral and the hypothesis of a former Cathedral;
(Rodriguez Almeida, 2003).
FRUCHEL, FIRST MASTER BUILDER
In 1172 the Castilian monarch Alfonso VI called Fruchel, who designed the present cathedral. This master
builder directed the works on the head of the Cathedral. This implied building this head as a part of the city
wall and which can be seen from outside. The double ambulatory and the apsidioles built-in the city
wall.(Heras 1981, p.11).
There is no documentation about master Fruchel but a paradoxical reference to his death in 1192 where he is
given the title of master builder of the Cathedral. We can find a reference to an exchange of the inheritance
the master builder made with the monarch as quoted:
1192, february, 12. TOLEDO. Alfonso VIII swaps with Ávila’s Cathedral and its Bishop Juan the properties
which Fruchel, master of works in the Cathedral, had in his life,for some properties … (Archivo Histórico Nacional. Sección Clero. Pergaminos. Carp.19, nº 4.) (Barrios 2004, p.80).
The burial placed in our Lady of Grace chapel, the middle chapel in the ambulatory, helps to the dating of
the stage construction of the Cathedral. There are burial places on both sides. The one on the observer’s lefthand side has been considered the oldest in the Cathedral. According to an inscription Bishop Sancho II, who
died in 1181, is buried there (Caballero 2007, p.32).
The traces by Master Fruchel
Initially, the project would have been a church with three naves and four span; transept with three naves and
ambulatory with one bay. This ambulatory had seven apsidioles built-in the city wall, today known as “Cimorro”. The transept had three naves covered with groined vaulting. All this was included in Fruchel’s traces.
The present Cathedral has three naves and three spans. The present transept has two naves and the ambulatory has two bay and nine apsidioles. Figure 3 (left) shows the hypothetical solution traced by Fruchel (lower
part) and the actually constructed solution (upper part).

Figure 3: comparison between the hypothetical reconstruction of the traces by Fruchel and the present solution (Merino de Cáceres, 1992) (left) The “Cimorro” (right).
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According to Merino de Cáceres (Merino de Cáceres 1994, p. 23) the present double ambulatory was not
proposed in the original traces, which had only one bay. This author considers that when the builders had difficulties to cover a very wide bay, the solution was to build to double ambulatory. Any of the two situations
which are to be described could have happened, or even both at the same time. Firstly, it has to be taken
into consideration that if there is a tribune above the ambulatory building it with only one bay implied an excessively high arch and made the building of the ambulatory difficult. If the ambulatory was divided into two
bays, the height of the arches would subsequently be lowered. Secondly, a presbytery open to the ambulatory, and later on closed by the retable, can be considered. This would need a support as light as possible to
provide the highest transparency. These thin pillars would present structural difficulties to bear the tangential
push from the vault of the ambulatory. The construction of two bays would reduce the push on the pillars
closer to the presbytery and the push on the central pillars would be balanced.
The change in the original traces of transept can be observed in the cover of the apsiodioles. The central apsidioles were built in Romanesque stage because they were covered with a vaulted niche. The first and the
last apsidioles corresponded to straight part of the ambulatory and were covered with groined vaulting, also
shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: The apsidiole covered with vaulted niche, Romanesque typical (left). The apsidiole covered with
groined vaulting, Gothic typical (right).
The ideal reconstruction by Rodriguez Almeida (Rodriguez 1975, p. 22) can be used to provide an idea of the
general body thought by Fruchel, figure 6. The attempt to build five naves in the whole body of the church
imposed also five naves in the transept. The central nave of the transept is the same one used in the Gothic
reformation with an addition of a vaulted niche in the east facade on both sides. The western nave is the one
which today appears as second nave in the transept with St. Peter’s and St. Ildefonso’s chapels at the Northern and Southern sides respectively. The eastern nave will not be built so that the presbytery could have more
length.

Figure 5: Hypothesis over the trace planned by Fruchel; (Rodriguez Almeida, 1974) (left). It show the transept in
the present Cathedral (right), a drawing of our own over a plan by Feduchi and Coca, 2000.
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The transept must have been transformed immediately after the beginning of the temple construction. Following the Gothic fashion of a large presbytery which includes the choir, the transept looses the eastern nave in
favour of a deeper presbytery. This operation increased from seven to nine the number of apsidioles on both
sides of the ambulatory. Two chapels are opened on the eastern side of the transept as traced in the previous
trace. The western nave is maintained as in the original project.
In the body of naves the number of spans was reduced from four to three without diminishing the length of the
temple. This was achieved by simply increasing from 25 to 33.33 feet for the new span which were now square
shaped in the central nave. As exceptions, the first nave was not modified and maintains the measures 28*33
feet and two in the presbytery of 25*33 feet. This caused modifications in the covering of the vaults: in the central nave they were changed from sexpartite vault to quadripartite vault.
Another outstanding modification is the different length on both sides of the ambulatory. In the right side of the
mouth of the ambulatory is 33 feet wide, a dimension equal to the central nave width. But in the left side is
only 28 feet wide, as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Transept of the Cathedral over a plan by Merino Cáceres, 1981, where the different dimensions of the
mouth of the ambulatory can be appreciated.
Fruchel’s Cathedral: the vaults
The solution of a sexpartite vault in the presbytery is surprising. This is the first sexpartite vault seen in the peninsula. Its originality and connection with Vézelay was established by Lambert (Lambert 1977, p. 55). This vault
covered a nave which was projected to be covered with barrel vault. This barrel vault would have been an
extension of the toral arch which now frames the presbytery. This modification, which increases luminosity at
the ambulatory, required an enlargement of the middle columns corresponding the lateral arch in the presbytery. The ribs rest in the capital of these middle columns. Some of them do not reach the ground. These ribs are
trimmer joist in the lateral archs. Next figure shows the transmission of load. This drawing is part of our study
about the analysis of the sexpartite vault. (Benito 2007, p.106).

Figure 7: Longitudinal section from de Cimorro. Analysis of the distribution of the load in the sexpartite vault.
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A strange distribution of the sexpartite vault can be observed in the covering of the presbytery. At the beginning it was intended to build two sexpartite vaults over the four spans, as shown in model B. But the ribs of the
apse converge in the centre of the semicircle, a radial disposition of the rib which required counteracting. It is
necessary to counteract the push of the ribs of the apse, as shown in model B. The constructed solution, model
A, solves this problem by placing the sexpartite vault middle span behind. Then it is possible to place a quadripartite vault to cover the first spam and a sexpartite vault in the second and third span. The fourth span is
formed by two ribs which counteract, the push produced by the ribs of the apse, as model A shows. Model C
shows an erroneous scheme which has often been copied since late nineteenth century. This scheme presents
a symmetrical solution which does not counteract the push of the central point in the radial ribs.

Figure 8: Ribs of the presbytery in Avila’s Cathedral; (Rabasa 2000, p.60).
THE CONCLUSION OF THE ROMANESQUE STAGE
The construction paralysed after Fruchel´s death and also influenced by a crisis in the stability of the Reign of
Castile after the defeat of Alfonso VIII in the battle of Alarcos, 1195. When the works stopped, the transept and
the naves were about to be vaulted. In the 1250s the Cathedral works proceed to the Chapter Room, Tabernacle and Cloister. There were significant modifications of the original project.
Slow progress during the thirteenth century.
It can be supposed that the perimeter wall of the church had been finished in the Romanesque stage. We
know this because there is documentation referring the burial places on the northern and eastern sides of the
cloister. Sepulchral inscriptions form the thirteenth century can be seen in the cloister. These inscriptions from
the thirteenth century belong to: Sir Adán, canon, 1276; Estebada Gómez and y her husband Ximen Gómez,
1296; doña María, a daughter to Juan Yagüe, 1297 and Ximen Blasco, father to Blasco Fortún and Sancho
Fortún son to Domingo Muñoz in 1235.
According to Carrero Santamaría this space situated on the north-eastern corner of the cloister was a sacristy.
The chronology of the sepulchres provides data about the construction of the sacristy and the subsequent initiation of the cloister. The sacristy space is formed by the two first spans of the northern lateral cloister. These
spans correspond with a door which communicates the cloister and the southern nave of the Cathedral. Both
spans are covered with groined vaulting vault. These two spans present higher vaults than the rest of the spans
in the cloister (fig.9). This conditioned the superposition of the column above another column to reach the
highest height of the vaults.

Figure 9: Different heights of the vaults in the cloister. This area is highlighted in the trace below.
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Once the head up to the transept had been closed, the first body of the naves is raised, including the porch
and the towers whose chapels were already finished early in the thirteenth century. Gomez Moreno mentions
an unfound document which refers to a burial place in St. Michael’s chapel, placed under the northern tower.
Traditionally a theory relating an early chronology for the lower part of this area has been accepted. However
Daniel Rico points the possibility of this unfound document to be Esteban Domingo’s will (year 1261). This would
imply a modification in the dating and meaning a delay in the construction of this area until de second half of
the thirteenth century.
The last room of Romanesque inspirations is what is traditionally known as the first sacristy of the Cathedral. It
can be accessed through a sixteenth century Flemish Hispanic front from the St. John the Baptist Chapel in the
ambulatory.
The arrival of Gothic style coincides with the enlargement of the transept and the building of stained-glass
windows. These windows had a wider opening than those in the presbytery and caused a different illumination.
D. Varon is now documented as master builder. He is also attributed the construction of the “Treasure Chamber” or “Tabernacle Chamber”, the “early Chapter Chamber” or S. Bernabe’ s Chapel and the western facade which will be moved by Juan Guas in 1459. The northern and eastern side walls of the cloister are also
built now.
During the second fourth of the fourteenth century some complementary works are carried out under the patronage of Bishop Sancho Blazquez Dávila. These include the vault of the transept, the main nave and the
conclusion of the right tower.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This study is framed within a doctoral thesis about the construction process and structural analysis of Avila’s Cathedral. Though it is work in progress, some conclusions and contributions to the field of History of Construction
have been presented. Among these contributions two are highlighted. Firstly, a clarification of the construction
process in Avila’s Cathedral, specially in romanesque and protoghotic stage. Secondly, this paper could be a
confirmation of the hypothesis of a former Cathedral.
NOTES
Also these data can be documented in the following quotes. The translation provided does not keep the
original features of twelfth century Spanish.
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